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"Move out the way Sylvia Day!"Over 200 5-star reviews on  for this series!For the first time, the

bestselling Bound series is available in this specially priced box set.He contacts me only through

notes âˆ’ unpredictable and untraceable. When we meet, he can touch me, but Iâ€™m not allowed

to touch him. When we make love, itâ€™s only after I have been bound and blindfolded. Itâ€™s the

only time I truly feel alive. Which is why I play along with it. For now. Caden Thaine is the most

sinfully beautiful man I have ever seen. But more than that, his touch sets me on fire. And dear God,

do I ache for him. I know heâ€™s hiding something. But I'm hiding things too. The deeper I fall for

him, the stronger my curiosity becomes. I could never have imagined just how much our lives are

bound. And that pulling at his tangled web of secrets would cause my own dark past to come back

to try and reclaim me. Will we survive? Will our love? The Romance Reviews Top Pick"The author

weaves a story of dark torment that is a flawless piece of work, complete with a trailblazing storyline

and erotic scenes that are off the chart." Night Owl Reviews Top Pick"With each page I turned, I

could feel my heartrate gaining speed... The book sets a high bar for others of its type, and I

honestly can't wait to see what happens with this series.""Holy wow!! This book...I was literally biting

my lip, hunch-shouldered, with a tightness in my gut the entire way through! And it was

OH.SO.GOOD!" ~ Bookworm Brandee"I highly recommend and will gladly add to my "best books

2014" bookshelf" ~ AnaÃ¯s NeumannBound "has turned me into an addict" ~ Old Victorian Quill

Book Blog"HOT sex scenes, and the storyline was somewhat dark and defying, I loved it!" ~

Endless Reading"Pulling you in and no matter what you do - you can't. stop. reading." ~ The Sassy

Bookista"Seduction at its HOTTEST. Be prepared to be seduced. Be prepared to be surprised." ~

Author, Roxanne Kade"Holy Crap! My heart is a thundering mess and I am frazzled!" ~ Naomi's

Reading Palace"Move out the way Sylvia Day, Hanna Peach is coming through!" ~ (Jenny) I Heart
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BOOK 1This was an intense and incredibly well-written story. This was my first Book by this author

and I am so glad that I decided to buy it. Compelling and completely engaging, Bound by Lies held

my attention from start to finish. I was absolutely dying to figure out what the main characters were

hiding and what their real intentions were. The way the story was laid out was perfect with the

flashback scenes in the current events intertwining. I don't want to get too involved in the content of

the story because I feel that this is the type of story that you should go into without much knowledge

of what you are about to read. That's what I did and I thoroughly enjoyed every minute of it. I will say

that it was so incredibly sexy, mysterious, and suspenseful, with an ending that will have you

yearning for more. Hanna Peach is a truly talented author and she delivered an amazing story that

will leave you breathless.BOOK 2Hanna Peach incredible storyteller and I thoroughly enjoyed the

conclusion to this thrilling story. The book picked up right where it left off, with Kitten and Caden on

the run from Jacob and his crew. Although there is tension between the two characters at the start

of the story, their relationship deepens and develops as revelations are made and secrets are

revealed.I loved getting to know the characters further via the flashbacks that the author gave. I was

thrilled when I learned that this installment had dual POVs. Getting into Caden's head and learning

more about his past made me fall in live with him even more! I loved how incredibly protective he

was over Kitten, and their chemistry as a couple was off the charts!This book was even more

suspenseful than the first, and I was on the edge of my seat while reading.

Bound by Lies: The mystery of Caden and Kitten drew me and wouldn't let go. Both of these

characters are hiding so many secrets and from what we learn throughout the book, these secrets



are truly tearing them apart emotionally. Kitten (I didn't realize until the end of the book that we

never got her name) has been living off the grid for 5 years. I marvel at her strength to push forward

and maintain this lifestyle especially as we learn the why through flashbacks throughout the book. I

liked how Hanna Peach injected the flashbacks at just the right moments to help me understand

Kitten's motivations. In college Kitten met Jacob and was swept off her feet only to find out that the

mask Jacob wore really hid a monster. When Caden crosses her path, he provides a different type

of escape, something elicit and life affirming for her at this point in her life. Their encounters are

sexy but at the same time frustrating since Caden has rules â€¦ ok, I get him needing some rules but

I want to know why (come on book 2). As Kitten gets curious some of the secrets are revealed â€¦

now I really need book 2 to find out how they navigate their newest challenges.Bound Forever: How

can two broken people find the strength to truly trust someone again? Kitten (we never to get her

real name) is faced with trusting Caden again now that she knows he is a cop. The challenge is that

there are more secrets he won't share with her. Surprisingly he ends up taking her to his family

home where she is surrounded by his past and present. Caden, oh Caden, he is so broken and truly

sees himself as unworthy, can he push past his demons and let Kitten in to all aspects of his life?

Can he find himself worthy of love? This journey is heartfelt, gut-wrenching and well, didn't let me go

once I started.
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